Host Tim says:
Having left a Jem' hadar light cruiser and a fighter behind the Gryphon is now cloaked 50, 000 km from the B'lha and the other cruiser and fighter which are all at impulse and cruising in a large circle.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, 10110.14; episode 14>>>

Host CO_OMallory says:
::in Ready Room::

FCO_Adams says:
::on the bridge at helm control::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

CIV_Adrel says:
::at science 1::

XO_Taylor says:
::On the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::in the shuttle bay with his team::

EO_On says:
::at ME::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Everything ready?

CMO_Turok says:
::Outside TR 1 with Delta team.::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Stand by...

CEO_Solkar says:
::On bridge, complete with engineering kit for the AT::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Holding at 50,000 km sir.

XO_Taylor says:
*CTO* Everything ready?

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Thank you, lieutenant

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::in his office, wondering how he got here::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CTO* Are we ready to execute?

CIV_Adrel says:
::scans::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::exits RR onto Bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
*CO, XO* Alpha team is completing a final equipment check.  I’ll check with the other teams.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: We’re ready, sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CTO* Let me know when you are ready.

TO_Sachs says:
::Suiting up with her team in a armory::

FCO_Adams says:
::motions for her relief to take over the helm duties::

CTO_Hunter says:
*Beta, Delta, Omega* Are you ready?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Commander, if needed...I will lead your Kappa team.  I feel.....I need to contribute to this mission.  I feel responsible and want to help fix it.

TO_Sachs says:
::Looks over at her team::*CTO* Yes sir...

CIV_Adrel says:
::checks the procedure the scientific teams will have to do::

CMO_Turok says:
*CTO* Delta is ready.  History is written by the victors!  Today, we re-write it to suit our selves.  Q'Pla!

FCO_Adams says:
*CTO*: Beta team ready sir, assembling in the TR as we speak.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Sir, I understand that you want to go on the away mission, but you shouldn't feel guilty about what happened, it isn't your fault.

CEO_Solkar says:
::heads to TR::

CTO_Hunter says:
*Shania* Make sure every team is assigned a transport room.

CTO_Hunter says:
*Kappa, Omicron, Zeta* Are your teams ready?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CO: I know...but somehow, I still do.  Let's hope this works.

FCO_Adams says:
::stands and turns to the XO:: XO: Permission to head for the transporter room?


OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* They are.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::leaves his office and heads for a TL::

CEO_Solkar says:
::arrives at TR and musters the engineering team, double checks equipment::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::enters the TL:: Computer:  Bridge.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Permission granted.

CTO_Hunter says:
::watches as MCPO Hardnose gets the men in the shuttle::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Good luck.

CIV_Adrel says:
*CTO* Omicron team ready. I will take the lead since the CSO is busy elsewhere.

FCO_Adams says:
::heads for the TL and enters:: CO: Thank you sir. ::watches the doors close::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: JH cruise and fighter are running normal scans. They do not seem to know that we are here.

CMO_Turok says:
Delta: Remember, we want the scientists alive...if possible.  Use stun settings and choose your targets carefully.  If you see any Jem Hadar, kill them.

CEO_Solkar says:
*CTO* Engineering support team ready.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Noted, thank you.

TO_Sachs says:
::Starts head for the TR::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::enters the shuttle::

FCO_Adams says:
::walks quickly to the TR::

CIV_Adrel says:
::nods and goes back to the mission plan, while Ens Duraes is scanning::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::nods the MCPO to begin the brief flight and get the shuttle ready for take off::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::enters the bridge, noticing each and every crew member on duty::

FCO_Adams says:
::nods to her assault team and checks out all their equipment::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*All Teams* This is the Captain.  I want to wish you success on your mission.  May the luck of the Irish and God be with us.  Begin when ready....

CTO_Hunter says:
*CO* Sir is Kappa team ready?

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CTO* Team is ready to go.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Captain, if the assault teams are successful, I take it that you will take command of the away mission, right?

CIV_Adrel says:
::contacts her science team waiting in the labs so they know the mission has begun::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::stands off to the side of the bridge, observing the situation::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Correct Commander.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*All Teams* This is Hunter, Mission is a go.  Assault teams be ready to beam over on my command. ::nods to MCPO Hardnose::

CTO_Hunter says:
$*OPS* Permission to take off?

CEO_Solkar says:
::standing by to transport in the TR once the signal is received from the assault teams.. Everyone is waiting on the pads::

OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* Granted.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: So, when are we going?

FCO_Adams says:
All: Ok team, remember, our objective are the labs on decks 6 through 10. Phasers on heavy stun, understood?

CTO_Hunter says:
$::nods MCPO who takes the shuttle craft out by thrusters...then lets the shuttle drift toward the target::

CMO_Turok says:
::Moves his team into the TR  and watches the first team wait on the pads.  Makes sure his team is arranged properly to take their positions.::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS SHUTTLE LIFTS THE JEM'HADAR SCANS PICK IT UP AND AN INTENSE SCAN IS NOTED

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Soon...hopefully.

TO_Sachs says:
*OPS* Which TR is Omega going to be in?

OPS_Shania says:
*TO* TR 2.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: our shuttle seemed to have been picked up by the JH, sir. I notice intense scans.

TO_Sachs says:
::Goes to TR2 and waits::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::cuts thrusters and lets the shuttle drift::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::holds his breath...wonders if the mission will fail before it starts::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SCANS MOVE PASS THE GRYPHON AND THE SHUTTLE; BOTH APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN MISSED

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Understood, keep a close eye on the JH.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Keep track of the shuttles progress.

CIV_Adrel says:
::checks scans :: XO: The JH scans passed both us and the shuttle. I think they still know something is there but cannot pin point our location. They have missed us.

TO_Sachs says:
::Doesn't feel so good, from being so nervous::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::fills the shuttle drift::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: So as soon as the wormhole opens we will transport you back onboard and go home?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I feel that is probably the best course of action right now.

FCO_Adams says:
::adjusts her helmet on her suit::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye sir. Do you want me to stay here as long as possible, and when the Omicron team is needed I can ask to be transported from here?

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye. Checking status of the shuttle now.


Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Yes...have Transporter room beam you from here when needed.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: May I give a suggestion?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Go ahead...

CMO_Turok says:
::Moves his team onto the pads::

CIV_Adrel says:
::the scientific team moves in the appropriate TR waiting for order to be beamed::

FCO_Adams says:
All: Everyone check your enviro suits, I don't want any trouble with them once we beam over.

TO_Sachs says:
::Waits on the pad with her team, and waits in silence::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::keeps an aye on the course but keeps his hands off the controls to prevent accidentally firing of thrusters as the shuttle drifts closer...every slowly...like a big moving piece of space junk::

FCO_Adams says:
:;sees her team nod::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I think that you should activate self-destruct on the science vessel before you leave. If not, The JH and Breen could re-open the wormhole and take us out before we can warn Starfleet. And who knows, they might even wage war on our timeline as well.

FCO_Adams says:
All: Everyone to the pad. ::moves forward and steps on::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: I agree with the XO's suggestion. We don't want anyone to play with that device again.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Can we access their self destruct codes?

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
CO:  May I be of service to anyone on the bridge, sir?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CNS: So far, so good Counselor.

FCO_Adams says:
::stands there patting her phaser nervously::

CIV_Adrel says:
CNS: If you know how to scan you could keep an eye on them.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::watches as four of his members...all enlisted begin playing poker::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::nods and continues to observe::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I'm not sure. Maybe we could link the SCI Vessel's computer to ours and try to bypass the codes.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I believe I could do it, I have much experience in hacking systems.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: If they can blow it up with the explosives completely, have them ago ahead as planned.  If not, have them try to access their own self destruct.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Very well, if the bombing doesn't work, I will give it a shot.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Will have that as a backup.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CNS: A bit different here than the old Q...By the way, how is Capt. Sulek and the rest doing?

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
CO:  Well, I wasn't there very long, sir... but it certainly is an interesting ship.  We were all transformed into Klingons, taken over by Ferengi... all in my first weeks there.  Captain Sulek had an interesting encounter on a holodeck with some Deltan females, I believe...  thanks to the Ferengi...

Host CO_OMallory says:
CNS: Sounds like my old ship. ::smiles::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::chuckles::

FCO_Adams says:
::taps her communicator on her wrist:: *Bridge* Beta team is ready in TR 4, standing by.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::settles in for a long trip::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: 25 MINUTES HAVE PASSED; SHUTTLE IS NOW 60 METERS FROM B'LHA AND CLOSING

XO_Taylor says:
Self: This is it... Almost there.

CTO_Hunter says:
$All: When we dock, we exit the shuttle. We move out and locate the unit and blow their comm gear and call in the other teams.

TO_Sachs says:
Self: Soon...


CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::checks their approach angle to the target area::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: How is our shuttle doing?

FCO_Adams says:
::wonders how the other teams are holding up so far::

XO_Taylor says:
::Goes towards CNS:: CNS: Welcome, Counselor, I'm Michael Taylor, Executive officer, if you have a problem, you come  see me. ::Smiles as he extends hand::

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: The shuttle should be docking soon, captain.

TO_Sachs says:
::Her hands start to shake, she puts them in her pockets::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MPCO>Hunter: Sir we be docking in one minute

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Understood.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::shakes the first officer's hand::  XO: Pleasure to meet you, sir.  And vice versa.  You know where my office is.  ::grins::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Sometimes, the waiting is worse than the action. ::says in a softer voice::

CTO_Hunter says:
$All: Stations.  ::places his helmet on:: then gives Hardnose the go single::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>All: 40 seconds.

XO_Taylor says:
::Smiles at CNS:: Understood. ::quick wink::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>All: 20 seconds.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Agreed. As much as everything goes fast when action begins, Waiting seems like an eternity.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::gets ready for the shuttle to dock::

FCO_Adams says:
::notices a loose flap on Carter's suit:: Carter: Stow that flap!

OPS_Shania says:
<Ens. Summer> ::waits for the CO's order to beam over the teams::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>All: 5 Seconds, 4 3, 2, 1 Dock.

OPS_Shania says:
::in the mess hall getting a coffee::

FCO_Adams says:
<Carter> FCO: Aye ma'am, sorry ma'am.

EO_On says:
::leaves ME and left in charge the second officer::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::feels the shuttle attach and waits for torches to burn through the hull of the ship and the door open as he readies his rifle::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::has command of Sickbay while CMO is on Away Mission::

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: The shuttle is docked.

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles to herself::

OPS_Shania says:
::grabs a deck of cards and sits down on a table::

EO_On says:
::walks in the corridor, on his way to the mess hall::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels a bit more anxious now::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::watches the door pop open and the first two of his men move in::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> ::Once EO leaves ME, Valerie takes command of ME problems::

TO_Sachs says:
::Feels extremely nervous::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::watches the second two move in then he and Hardnose move in::

EO_On says:
::arrives to the mess hall and sees OPS Shania with the cards::

FCO_Adams says:
::suddenly clutches her phaser::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::looks around for hostile contact while MCPO scans for the comm gear::

CMO_Turok says:
::Curses quietly under his breath at the ponderous pace of the assault.  Wishes he had had more time to train the crew on the proper method of assaulting a ship.::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::Points to the direction of the com gear::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::works on getting equipment ready.  Has problem with a couple of medical tricorders and begins diagnostic::

OPS_Shania says:
::sips her coffee and turns the cards in her hand::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::motions for Klink and Schutlz to take point::

EO_On says:
OPS: May I join you in your game?

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>::moves forward::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: COMM BETWEEN JEM'HADAR AND B'LHA

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Schultz>::Sees nothing::

OPS_Shania says:
::looks up:: EO: Yes, sure. Have a seat. Slow day in Engineering?

CIV-Adrel says:
<Duraes>::keeps his eyes on the scans::

EO_On says:
OPS: Well in a way, yes.

OPS_Shania says:
<Ens. Summer> CO: I'm picking up a comm signal between the JH and the B'lha, sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::arrives out side the door to the com room...so far no one has opposed them::

Host CO_OMallory says:
Summer: Can you translate what they are saying?

CTO_Hunter says:
$::singles his men to form up in front of the door::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::places charges to blow the door to the com room inward and away from the assault team::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::motions for MCPO to blow the charge::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<MCPO>::blows the charge and watches as Klink and Schultz charge into the room a few seconds later::

OPS_Shania says:
EO: Yeah, I didn't have much to do either. So I thought I take a break and let someone else work for me.

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Any movement by our JemHadar friends?

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>::Scans the room::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::enters the room and signals his men to blow the comm gear::

EO_On says:
OPS: Let's hope that the Assault Team completes their mission successfully.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: JH are still scanning normally... and they are not moving closer to the B'lha in order to protect them... they seem unaware of our presence.

OPS_Shania says:
<Ens. Summer> CO: They are asking about the sensor readings when they noticed the shuttle, sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Ok...so far, so good.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Yeah, but were not that far, so far.......

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>::Sets the charges singles charges set::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::marvels at how the senior staff is "keeping it together" during this situation::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::exits the com room with the rest of the team then nods to Klink to blow the charge::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Well, every step closer is that much farther...I think.  ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>::blows the charges rigged on the B'lha comm gear::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> ::Prepares all of the ME people for the worse and goes toward a panel to make sure that the grey mode is alright::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I hope you are right. ::Smiles back::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::finishes with adjustments and preps Omega Med Team for plan of action for injured::

OPS_Shania says:
EO: Yeah, let's hope. In the meanwhile, you play poker?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS CHARGE BLOWS BOTH CRUISER AND FIGHTER SWING TOWARD B'LHA FULL SENSORS, SHIELDS UP

CTO_Hunter says:
$*Gryphon* Execute, execute, execute.

CTO_Hunter says:
$Alpha: To the Bridge!

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: I am noticing movement from the Jem’hadar.... they are moving closer to the B'Lha, with sensors and shields up.

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Hogan>::takes the point to the bridge::

EO_On says:
OPS: Poker I love that game. ::he puts a cap of a croupier

OPS_Shania says:
EO: Good, you wanna play or do you have to return to ME?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Moving us towards them may buy the shuttle team a little time, give the JemHadar something else to look at.

EO_On says:
OPS: I guess that the second officer can deal with that, let's play.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: But how could we beam the teams aboard if the Jem’hadar are scanning toward us?

OPS_Shania says:
EO: Ok. ::deals::

CEO_Solkar says:
::engineering team still standing by for orders to initiate transport::

XO_Taylor says:
Self: Why aren't the other teams executing?

CTO_Hunter says:
$::moves with his team to deck one...killing the few people he encounters::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO/XO: We would have to somehow make them look elsewhere, or find a way for them not to be able to read our transports

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Keep track of them and watch to see if they power weapons.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye sir!

FCO_Adams says:
All: Get ready team, we should be materializing on deck 6.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*GRYPHON* REPEAT EXCUTE, EXCUTE, EXCUTE.


Host Tim says:
ACTION: ASSAULT TEAMS ARE BEAMED OVER TO B'LHA

CEO_Solkar says:
$::engineering team beams over the B'lha's ME, weapons ready::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::stacks up on the bridge::

EO_On says:
::sees the OPS dealing the cards and wonders if is going to be a good hand::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR SENSORS DETECT THE TRANSPORT; TARGET THE SOURCE

FCO_Adams says:
*Bridge* Beta team is a go.....

CMO_Turok says:
::Watches the transporter chief jump as if awakened and move the controls.::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV/CO: I suggest a low powered probe launched in another direction.

TO_Sachs says:
$::Omega team beam to engineering, phasers up::

CEO_Solkar says:
$::stuns a Breen standing by one of the consoles, other team members rapidly overpower the Breen crew in engineering::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: The Jem’hadar... they detected our transport... they are targeting the source....

CMO_Turok says:
$::materializes on the B'lha.  Begins to move through the ship searching for targets::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::rushes the bridge... shooting at anything that moves::

XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Operation's senior officer, to the bridge.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Move us away at impulse, 213 mark 4.

TO_Sachs says:
$All: Spread out and secure all exits...

OPS_Shania says:
::hears the XO:: *XO* On my way. EO: Sorry, there goes our poker game. Another time maybe.

CEO_Solkar says:
$Zeta team: Lock out bridge control overrides and insure positive control of B'lah's engineering functions.  ::team scurries about taking over the engineering systems::

CMO_Turok says:
$::Moves at the head of his team, through their assigned rooms and decks.  They stun several scientists and kill two guards::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> *EO* Senior Engineering officer to ME.

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>::rushes the bridge but gets hit in the chest by one of the Breen::

FCO_Adams says:
$All: Ok people spread out...teams of two.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::ducks as a blast goes over his head::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Launch probe...give them something else to ponder.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye sir!

CIV_Adrel says:
::prepares a probe::

CIV_Adrel says:
<Omicron>::everyone except the CIV are waiting in the TR::

OPS_Shania says:
::gets up and heads for the bridge::

EO_On says:
OPS: Don't worry I will return to ME. ::hears the announcement::

CEO_Solkar says:
$*CTO* Engineering team is in ME, we have secured B'lah's Main Engineering compartment... positive control of ship function in less than three minutes

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Klink>All: I am hit.

CTO_Hunter says:
$<Shultz>::fires;:

EO_On says:
::leaves the mess hall on his way to ME::

FCO_Adams says:
$::runs along the corridors checking each room but finding them strangely empty::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Probe is ready to be sent when you are sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::sees Klink down::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Send it away.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I suggest we launch many probes away in many directions, it may take them even more time... But not too quickly or they could find the source -- us.

EO_On says:
::arrives to ME::

OPS_Shania says:
::enters bridge and takes over her station from Ens. Summer::

CMO_Turok says:
$::Grins as the team moves through the last deck and still the Breen are surprised.  Watches as K'lumsy stuns two Breen emerging from a lab::

CTO_Hunter says:
$*OPS* I have a man down.  Beam Petty Office Klink to sickbay.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye... ::hears the XO and waits::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV: Send them in various time intervals.  6 total.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::fires on a Breen::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> EO: Where the hell have you been!? The operations has started already!

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::notices a crew member entering the bridge and immediately recognizes her as OPS officer, Shania::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::wonders where she's been through all of this and makes a mental note to have a session or two with her::

FCO_Adams says:
$Carter: This deck looks deserted. Head for deck 7.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::watches as the last Breen on the bridge goes down::

CIV_Adrel says:
Duraes: Prepare more probes.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*All Teams* Bridge is secure.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FIGHTER TARGETS THE PROBE AND FIRES; MOVES TO INVESTIGATE

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Sending Probe 1 now.

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes> CIV: Prove 2 ready.

EO_On says:
"Valerie Kint" I will explain later, give me the situation here.


CMO_Turok says:
$::The team stops and takes up a guard position. ::

OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* On it. ::beams Klink to sickbay:: *SB* I beamed a wounded man to you.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*CO* Sir bridge is secured. Ready for you to beam over with Kappa.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO/XO: Sending probe 2, different locations.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CRUISER TARGETS THE OTHER PROBES AND MOVES OFF TO INVESTIGATE

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CTO* Understood.  *Kappa* Team, meet me in TR1.

CMO_Turok says:
$K'Lumsy: Take two men and sweep the decks again, search for those in hiding.

FCO_Adams says:
$<Carter>: FCO: Aye ma'am, I'll take Nunan with me. I'll leave Smith and Jones with Young.

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: The Jem’hadar targeted our first probe, fired it and are now investigating..... Sending probe 3.

TO_Sachs says:
$::Take down a couple Breen, but there was not much resistance::

CEO_Solkar says:
$*CTO* Engineering is secured....  we have control of the ship's systems....  resetting control passwords and lockouts....  now.

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> EO: Since we have not vented in a long time, the grey mode is getting harder and harder to keep it stable...

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Bridge is yours...keep her in one piece until I get back.

CTO_Hunter says:
*$Adams* Report.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::gets up and heads to TL::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CRUISER SCANS THE ADDITIONAL TRANSPORTS

CMO_Turok says:
$*CTO* Commander, laboratories secured.  Checking for stragglers.

FCO_Adams says:
$::runs to what looks like the TL and enters::

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes> CIV: All probes ready.

TO_Sachs says:
$::Sends a team to secure deck above engineering::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Sending the final 3 probes now.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::enters TL:: TR1.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Seems to have worked, have they discovered the probe's sources?

FCO_Adams says:
$*CTO* Deck 6 was deserted sir, moving to deck 7.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*Turok* Rodger. Have you secured decks 8 to 10?

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Keep one in case of emergency.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*Adams* Rodger.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Not yet. Though they noticed the transports.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::wonders what’s keeping the Captain...::

OPS_Shania says:
::checks the locks on the away teams and finds them stable::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrive in TR1 with Team and readies with weapons::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Don't launch yet.

CIV_Adrel says:
Duraes: Keep one probe ready and fire it when the XO tells you to.

CMO_Turok says:
$*CTO* Affirmative.  All active Breen are down.  We are searching for those in hiding.

TO_Sachs says:
$*CTO* Engineering is secure, we are in the process of securing the surrounding area.


CTO_Hunter says:
$*Turok* Do not forget to look for the device controls.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::hops on PADD::  TR Chief: Energize.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Maybe I should go with my team and prepare for mission. Permission to leave the bridge? I will leave Duraes here.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*Sachs* Rodger.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Link your launch to the transport, this way, they'll see the probe and may not pay attention to the transports.

CMO_Turok says:
$*CTO* Acknowledged.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CRUISER FIRES DISTURPTORS AT THE TRANSPORTER SOURCE

FCO_Adams says:
$::enters deck 7 cautiously and sees three Breen officers waiting for her:: Self: Oh no!  ::opens fire::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Very well. I will take care of the probes..

CMO_Turok says:
$::Motions for his remaining men to follow him as they move to where the device control room should be.::

TO_Sachs says:
$CEO: Is everything ok...?

EO_On says:
::feels something on his head and he takes away the cap::

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>XO: The cruiser fired disrupters at the transport source.

CIV_Adrel says:
::leaves the bridge and heads for TR:::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: KAPPA TEAM IS BEAMED TO B'LHA

CTO_Hunter says:
$::sees the captain beam over:: CO: Sir the bridge is yours.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$CTO: Status?  ::holds weapon ready::

CEO_Solkar says:
$*TO* Yes.  We will need some security officers to provide some backup here while we look at the wormhole device, however.

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>XO: I am ready to fire the probe with the next transport.

CTO_Hunter says:
$CO: Engineering is secure, bridge is secure, teams are search for the device.

CIV_Adrel says:
::arrives in TR and gets in her suit and waits::

FCO_Adams says:
$::dives behind an open door:: All: Ok, you two, secure those three. ::watches the tactical team crawl out towards the Breen::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$CTO: Let me know when they find it.  Can we send a message from here to the other ships that the B'Lha is alright and draw them off?

CEO_Solkar says:
$::queries the B'lha database concerning the device::

FCO_Adams says:
$::crawls along the floor to the next room::

TO_Sachs says:
$::Nods to the CEO and assigns 2 ::

CTO_Hunter says:
$CO: No idea sir, but I need to start searching my assigned decks.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$CTO: Go...keep me updated.

FCO_Adams says:
$::the tac officers stun the three Breen::

CMO_Turok says:
$::Arrives at the control room.  Sees the two scientists they stunned earlier still lying on the floor.::

CIV_Adrel says:
::checks Omicron team making sure everyone has the appropriate tools for the task::

CTO_Hunter says:
$::nods to the captain as he and the remaining alpha team members head for deck two::

CMO_Turok says:
$Delta: Secure them.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$::looks around Bridge for the comm console::

Host Tim says:
$<Computer>CEO: Wormhole device is spread across decks 4-6.  ::said in Breen::

CMO_Turok says:
$*CTO* Sir, the control room is secure.  I have several Breen Scientists in custody.  Unconscious but alive.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::wanders over to a science station, observing the readings::

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>::scans::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$Kappa: Secure Bridge.

CEO_Solkar says:
$ Queries computer to display location and schematic of wormhole control system::

TO_Sachs says:
$<Omega>::encounters some resistance, but nothing but in securing the deck above engineering::

FCO_Adams says:
$:;enters a large lab and notices a strange looking piece of machinery::

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Have all of the teams beamed onto the science vessel?

CTO_Hunter says:
$::heads through the deck 2 with his team shooting the few people they see::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Except for the science team yes.

Host Tim says:
$ACTION: B'LHA COMPUTER DISPLAYS LAYOUT AND SCHEMATIC OF DEVICE

FCO_Adams says:
$Carter: Get your men back to deck 7, I think we've found something.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::instinctively toggles between long and short range sensors, as if he were still in his CSO position on the Q::

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: I want you to tell me before you beam them, I want to try something.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::maybe he can make himself somewhat useful here::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir.

FCO_Adams says:
$<Carter>FCO: On our way ma'am.

CTO_Hunter says:
$*CMO* Good have Omicron team beam over.

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>CNS: Can I help you sir? I am in charge of Science right now.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::finish deck 2 and heads for deck 3::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR KEEP FIRING... BECOMING MORE ACCURATE

CEO_Solkar says:
$*CTO* Ens. Sanders, Quigley and I are moving to the wormhole control console, located on deck 6 I will report when we have arrived.

TO_Sachs says:
$::With the rest of the team begin to search the lower deck::

OPS_Shania says:
::checks status of shields::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
Duraes:  Sorry...  just re-living my old position on Quirinus...

CMO_Turok says:
$COMM: Gryphon: We have secured the device control room.  You may beam Team Omicron to this location.

XO_Taylor says:
Duraes: Prepare to launch to other probes. I want them to be faster if possible and I want them to be launched one second before we beam the science team.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$::finds comm console and hooks up translator for dummy message::

FCO_Adams says:
$::taps her wrist comm:: *CTO* Sir I think we've found something, deck 7.

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* Report.

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>XO: Ready to launch the probes sir.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
Duraes:  Trying to feel useful...  ::gives a friendly smile::

CIV_Adrel says:
::waiting with her team::

CTO_Hunter says:
$*Adams*:Deck 7? What did you find?

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes>CNS: I think you could keep an eye on sensors, sir.

XO_Taylor says:
CNS: I want you to take tactical. Our position could be found at any time.

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
XO:  ::nervously::  Aye, sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$::types message into translator for JemHadar, hoping they will buy the message::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::nods::  Duraes:  Thank you.

EO_On says:
*XO* Primary systems are green.

TO_Sachs says:
$*CTO* We are all secure down here, do you need any help up there?

CTO_Hunter says:
$*TO* Negative, begin placing your charges.

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* Keep them that way.

EO_On says:
*XO* Aye, sir.

CEO_Solkar says:
$::arrives at control console, scans it with tricorder and compares results with schematic from the Breen computer::

FCO_Adams says:
$*CTO* Some sort of strange looking machinery....long, black, with many electrodes protruding from all sides.

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* Hold on a second. The XO wants to try something.

CMO_Turok says:
$*OPS* Try something!?  Now is not the time for experimenting.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::arrives on deck 4 and begins clearing it::

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
::moves to tactical, slightly unfamiliar with the configuration, but sure he can figure it out::

XO_Taylor says:
Duraes/OPS/CNS: Alright, coordinate your efforts, probes launch and two seconds later team is transported. Once this is done, shields up, Counselor.

XO_Taylor says:
Duraes: Now!

FCO_Adams says:
$::ducks as someone fires a shot over her head::

CIV_Adrel says:
<Duraes> All: Launching the probes....

OPS_Shania says:
XO: The science team is ready to beam over now.

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Now!

CIV_Adrel says:
::waiting::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Beaming. ::beams the team over::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: OMICRON TEAM IS BEAMED TO B'LHA

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*XO* Commander, status of JemHadar ships?

XO_Taylor says:
CNS: Shields up, Now!

CNS_Jalik_Neyan says:
XO:  Shields up, sir.

TO_Sachs says:
$Croft: You, begin placing charges.

TO_Sachs says:
$<Croft> TO: Yes ma'am.

FCO_Adams says:
$::sees Carter sneaking up behind the Breen attacker::

CMO_Turok says:
$Sees the science team materialize::

CIV_Adrel says:
$::materializes on the B'lha:: Omicron: You know what you have to do.

CTO_Hunter says:
$::runs into a group of opposing troops and watches as Newkirk gets shot::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEMHADAR HAVE LOCATED THE GYRPHON; FULL WEAPONS FIRE

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause mission>>>
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